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here is hardly any need to emphasize the auddI role played by t k o l o g y  in 
the mnomic growth of mtiom, Economisb have identified three principal 
wmes of economic growth nsmely enhanced capital, labour and technical 
progress (Boskin and Lsu, 3992). Attempts have also been made with varying 
d v e s  of sophistication to quantitdivdy estimate the relative contributiom of 
the three sources end, invariably, most of the attempts2 c c d h n  the significant 
role played by technology in the growth process, 
Much of the indWal tdmologg generation happens in the devdoped world. 
Thie fact can be substantiated by examining the absolute levels of R&D 
lexpenditms and its digkjbution across various combiea. Jwt as the 
performance of R&D activities is heavily localized in the US the worldwide 
dishibtdion of R&D performance is heavily concentrated in several 
industrialized nations . Although several developing counhies have greatly 
expanded the level of mtional resourres they devote to civilim reaemh elf&, 
the overd  financial impact of their efforts is small compared with those of the A 
we hduskhlized countries, For example, estimated 1990 R&D expenditures in 
Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea, mtd India combined was about 10 percent of 
the US R W  totat. (N8lionaf Sdence Board, 1993). Of the epproxlmetely $350 , 
billion in R&D expenditures estimated for OECD countt5es, 90 percent is 
expended in just seven3 The above data thus subrrbnfiatea the oft held view that 
technology generalion and ib rmbsequcnt development is mostly encountered 
inthe advanced countries. Very recently it has been pointed out by a number of 
writem that there hale been a tendency for tehology to gfobnlixt (or globalization 
o ~ i E ~ 1 o g y  as it is usually referred to ) implying l q e  scale decentralization of 
technology generati- especially by MNCe, in the developing comfxies - 
(Catwell 1992, Dunning 1992, GranstFsnd and Soljander 1992 during the 
5980s. Consequent to this process, it is sometimes argued that developjng 
cotinties need not necessarily invest in RdJ3 activities ss greater part of their 
technology requirements codd ,be obtained horn the process of dihsion of 
tehoEogies generated by the R&D activities of MNCs in their host economies. 
%I ir the fint h f t  of a chapter o r W ,  Sunil andLal1, Wanjaya The IndlanIndurtrtal Technology 
~ ( T o r t h e o m i n & . T h d a ~  duttothepariicipant~of mintemat s a n i w a t C D 9  mdto 
Proftrwc M m h y  3-tB for mnmenls. FLumcid Bupport f m  the Fwd Eomdetion is 
m W l y  acknowlc$ged 
a There cxcrcirer have become known FN p w t h  accoUntin&For s n m  ~pproach to thb pracedllre ate 
Bolkin und h (1 9921, pp.7 -55. 
' E # t b t e a  sra fm 1990 in purcbwlng power paray ex- rrtee @FP).lee OECD c1993). 
IZnlPS 1 
Patd anti Pnvitt ('19P5) hns disproved 1 1 ~ s  by e x n n ~ h g  the US ysienthg 
activities of 569 of the world's largest firms( based h 13 cour~fxies, end covering 
17 product groups). Their analysis slmw that for an o v e r w l ~ ~ g  majority of 
tltem t~clmo1ogy p~~oduction m a i n s  close to the home base. See Table I. 
Table 1 
Geographic. Lecalian of Large firm'e US Patenting Activities according to 
Nalionalily, 1985-1990 
( pErcwtf age shnres ) 
Note: The prenthesis contains the number of h s  based in eech counhy, 
Sourre: Patel and Pavitt (1995), p.37 
Tlwir annly~is thus ahow t l ~ a  t there L very little empirict~l support ta the ofZen 
held view that along with increases in foreign direct investments there has been 
an increasing bend towards globalization of tedhnology, As a natural 
consequence most developing comlxies wiU therefore have to conhue 
subscribing to a dependent path to its technological development often enough 
importing their technology requiremerits from abroad and adapting it to lwaE 
conditions. In fact t l u s  relationship between the impost of technology and 
indigenous investments in technology development has long been the subject of 
poky debate and concern in developing countries, It is evident that the two 
complement eech other to a large extat, and also that in certain respects they .. 
can substitute for each other (LalI, S 1993). But it is a n  equally importsnt 
requirement that for its successful assimilation and management, imported 
technology will have td be unpacked and its variouti dimensions carefully 
unders:slaod. Far fh i~  dsvsloping counlries shotdrl possess sxld foster insti tulbns 
and suppr>rt structures which fdditntes Ulis learning process. The experience of 
pernore dpnanuc economics of the developing world amply demonsk&2cs f lus 
aspect, In tlhe context references are usually made to the experiences of S.Korea 
md Taiwan who have, for instance, accurrlulated sufficient knowledge about 
previously imported t~du~ologies by p u h g  in place the necessary institutions 
md support s ~ c ~ s .  Consequent1y these economies which were once 
chamcterised by an cmpl~esis on low-cost labour, assembly type operntions are 
now in f i e  midst of a s igdicant  bansformation and filerefore have made 
mbstantial progress in irtct'easing their self-reliance in several. areas of 
kho log  y, mcli as microe3&o~cs.4 
An h1porl:ant fncet of discussions on economic policy directions in the 1990s is 
the pronounced trend towards reducing the role of government in ~ l l  spheres of 
economic activity be it is in the production of goods and seivices or jn 
technoiogy, Specifically in the case of technology generelion ectivitiea a reduced 
role is erkvjsilgsd fur the govcmmenf: is based on two arguments. First if. is 
generelly p e ~ e i v e d  t h a t  indvs trial ixu~ovations arc driven primarily by mnrkcf 
pull rather thm kd~rsology pusIz. While government scientists and engineers may 
be rather good at  identifying new technical opportunities, they lack the 
experience and knowledge to assess market potential and user needs, with 
result tha t  the typical govemne~lt  &ivm technological develofiment frequently 
tends to bc a tccl~nicfll success but a comn~rcinl f ailme. The Britislx-Frcnch 
Co~~corde projccl is usually d e l l  as the prwlotylrical otslnple of r i  specf  nculas 
technolagicnl achievement driven by government initiabve w i d  is  proved to 
be a comnleirial disaster (Nelson, R.R 19M), Secondly "there is en increasjng 
impression that t l ~ e  international tcclmolog.,y n~arkct is dfxaractcriscd t y 
globdisation of the R&D pvcesa, Consequently the multinati~unal enterpiaes 
which account for bulk of the RgrD activities the world over are now in the 
process of decentralising their R&D activities away from thek home countries 
(OECD 1992). It is therefore possible for at least some of those developing 
countries (especially those which attract large d~wiks of FDI) to secure t11eir 
required technologies. Both t l~ese  arguments are of course strongly contested on 
theoretical and empirical grounds as well. It is against this background of the 
h g e d  role of government in tehology generating activities I l l a t  we attempt 
at an e x m h ~ l i o n  of t l ~ e  institutional mpport for aud~ an activity in the M a n  
context. In kecpimg with these objectives the  paper is structured into four 
seciions, In t l ~ e  fint section we attempt at defining sorae of I Iw  key concepts 
we& namdy the concepts of domestic ieclu~ology generation and its 
development and Ithe role of institutional support in that process. The second 
s&on marshals the main arguments t ha t  are made out in favour of 
g ~ v m ~ e n t  supporf of flus activity and also maps out the nature end extent of 
government in1:ervention in domes tic techology generation/ dew1 oprnent in a 
vor.iel.y of coun hies, "llw third seclior~ tuwl yses tile ~ n a i n  bnll-lct% lo tlomvslic 
teclmalogy developlent. FinaUy in I l ~ e  fourth and last amtion we cdLically 
review one of tlle barriers, namely the finencia3 barrier and examine how far 
. - -- 
4 See for instance Nelson, R.R (1 9933. 
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the institution of venture capital fund# &I a n  & d y e  solution to tttb barrier, 
Needless to add that thie sedion is with specific reference to the Indian context 
In the larger literature which come under the rubric of eon- of 
~ 0 1 0 ~ c a l  &ge the terms invention and innovat ie  are much used I n h  
context of developed countries the term invention h d ~  the meaning of 
generating a new idea (be it a new product or m e s s )  wide innovatian mem 
the comercEal application of that idea. Howwer in a typical devdoping 
country context the terns may not have the same connotation for r number of 
reasons. Most of the technology ~equirements ere not gener~ted from dome& 
sourcee, but imported from abroad and subsequently adapted to local 
conditions. But in the more developed among the developing countries there D 
same generation of new technologies, by public and private R&D organizetionti, 
The R&D orgenizetions have thus a dual role to play (Cohen m d  L e v e n w  
'1989): they not only help in generating new technologies but also aid in 
unpacking imported technologies and adapting them, to h a 1  conditions.' 
Many commentatom tend to use the concepts of dbmestic khn01ogy 
generation md development as to mean the same pllacess. However in our 
h m e  of reference we mean technology.developmenlt as a mare general concept 
than technology generation In fact technology generation is the h t  and 
important step in the process of its development And there are e wide variety 
of channels or modes through wl&h technology can be gmerated and if one 
were to summarise there are at least three main channels or modes as mapped 
out in Table 2. Of these h e  modes, the most impodant one is channel 1 where 
technology is generated through R&D activities attached to industrial 
enterprises and specialized reseaxh institutions or laboratories under the 
ownership of government Once technology is generated this is then in the 
normal case tr~mfmed to the pduft ion  department in the cnse where it i~ 
generated by in-house R&D md to interested entaprises in case where it is 
generated by sp-ed R.aJI imtitutions. This process of tramifme of a 
generated technology into a commercid proposition is what we mean by 
domestic technology devdopment Quite often certain amount of time can 
elapse between these two adivifies. But it is nowhere not 80 lengthy ae that 
between invention and innovation6 
' 30 men if a developing countrywm to rely entirely on foreign lechnologies it atill requircn m 
elabmb RBtD sygtem to absorbjmported technologies, Thirr ari~ee fmm m importarh 
characteristic of technology, namely it is extremely location-rpecific. This dual role of 
R&D Unit is m i n e d  in detail in, Ne1son.R.R (1 990),pp.73-74. 
See Stoneman, Paul (1 977) for the detaila. 
Table 2 
Modes of Generation of Domestic Technology 
h addition to t l 6 s  process of dcvcfoping a technology through local R&D & o h  
there is also the fourth made or channel of pmhasing or importing a 
fechnology f m  abroad end then adapting the bornowed technology to local 
conditions through in-house R&D effods. As noted above, in-house R&D 
centers I~avc? a dual rolc to play. I t  can be botll a new tdutofogy to fl~e Iinir 
(technology gmmtion) and it can st tlto sajne h a  act as e nldlanism through 
which a techolo~y  bought from abroad (technology adapfaf ion) is adapted to 
lml conditions. In oll~cr wonlb- domestic teclmology generation and ils 
rmbseqwnt developmnt does not preclude import of teclmology. In fact actual 
experience suggests that very often a technology is b t  imported, some 
incrunenbl developments are made on it and thus adapted to local condi~ox~s. 
This particular aspect renders the concept of domestic teclmology generati011 
somewhat ambiguous. On the other hand , the comm&al exploitation or 
utilization of a locally generated technology i s  what we mean by domestic 
technology dwelopmcnt, After havhg spelt out the connotations of the term 
tcdmology dewloprnent we now discuss the various det&ants of it 
Development of technology is the final  result of s complex interadion of 
incentive ~ctures, h a n  resources, technological effort and institutional 
factors. It i$ the interplay of aU these factors in particular settkgs that 
determinen don~esijc techno1op;y development (Eall, S, 1993), Very often U~em is 
n I n q c  role for govcr-~tz~~cnl Iltlcrvt?r~tirln Lo ct>m'c't lor- mnrkcl IRIILIIT?P i l l  
incc~~livc sPl.~!r:Eurc?s, L~clu~olop,icnl cflor.1 6, itrstih~tional fadoi.s and so on, Even 
- - 
CbaaneE 
I .  
Activity 
Make 
Nature of Actiwitiee 
In-home li&U Activities I 
Innovative Designs 
R&D activifies of specialised research 
t - institutions 
2 
-complimentary institutions 
-research instittitiom 
3. Gather 
I 
Free technolodcal information h m  
-ullEv~rsifies end public labs 
-terllmicat li teretwe 
-b ide  llre industrial group 
solne ncocl assicul cco~zc>n~isls w c d d  acccp t that morke t for twlu~ology 
davelopxxlcnb lrlsy i n i l  sc.r.iously enougl~  to warrant some offse'cting government 
intervention, 
Mule dr trrmh~an ts uE ~ U i e d  concepts like duinestic twlmological capability 
ifi {liscnssati (T,RJI, S 1094) the! datt?nninents of donl~stic technology devdopr~tcnt 
(mciai~ lg  Jllw conmteiqcial ulilizalion of do~nesticaUy gexrerated iechoIogies) 
are not discussed in qufSicie11t detail. A convenient way of identifying the 
proximate detelmifiants of flus process is to .find wt the reasons as to  why 
domastic ted~nology rievelopln~r~t in. most developing cour~tries is a t  n low 
levcl. A second way ol cross ulicckh~p, tllosc details i s  by examining Uie factors 
that lzavc ctlutributed to the fiucccfis of this px.oct?ss i x ~  some rather well known 
cascs likc S o t ~ t l ~  Korea wl~erc ll~cre h ~ s  been judicious mixtttr'e of dontestic 
kchnolop;y genr?x~nticm and foreig~l teclmology imports in the process of 
d,olnestic leclmology drvelopment .7 Based un these two metllods, we id~i~kify e 
number of potential failures or hnpedinzents w l W ~  are l i s t~d  and t l~m 
discussed seriatim. It mlvs t be added that we, a t  this stage , do not attempt to 
rank ihem any order. 
jniom alion about domestically developetl teclmologies and aveilable lor 
purchase by the industry; 
* perceptions about risk end w~cart.nirlty ~IIY olved in the use of dornestic 
teclmolo~ y:
r ~voilnbil ity ofI.inn~icjnl~cl~c~ncsornmnngcrncnts; 
o the relative costs of p~mhasir~g the same technology horn abroad vis-Cvis 
honr do~~lestic soutules; and 
* govarmcnt psf icjca ~ n d  sprcifically t echa logy  policies, 
In a typical developing country teclmolagy is largely generated by public R&D 
organisations such us specialised government laboratories, science and 
teclmology jnstiivtes and rmiversitiea, In-house RkIJ centres attached to 
industrial enterprises i2t both public and private sectors form only a minor and 
insignificant: share, Qf these vario~zs cntegofies, technologies generated by last 
one docs not normally become available for sale or iransfer as it is more likely to 
be used up w i h  t l ~ e  .I.irm itself, If tl~ere is more find systematic infoimaiion 
about these technologies, t l ~e re  is cvery likelihood t h a t  potential technology- 
buyers wollld be awnre of its availability, Notwiths.tanding the existence of 
certain arrangements like technology data banks and so on often enough 
sy~tcmnfic i d o r m a  hon a h o t ~ t  Lhe vafious ~spccte  of domes~c&'1Jy generated 
tec1inoloe;ir;s are hnrd to come by, Even if they are available they are usually 
spread across a number of solures and not in one central  place. II infomal;ion 
about clorncsticnll y ~veilablt! technalogi~s nre compilcrt and mndc nvoiInblc! with 
' See for instmcc World Bank (1 993) and Linsu, Kim (1 993). 
sufficient ducuz~entutiori in one ceirtral place, that is likely to elfiance tile 
utiiisation of domestically generated technologies and hence more technology 
development. 
Risk mcvsiun atld itrformrztion gv 
There is certain amount of riskiness attached to the use of domestic technology 
comp~red to ils foreign counterpd. Consequently cven if its cxpkit purchase 
price is lower, it may not be pe~eived to be a cost cf fective onc especially in 
case of process technologies. Its alleged superior benefits and features are 
tl~mforc discounted irr view of its uncerlsin nature. 'Trouble shooling and 
teethinp; problems are believed to be on a large scale. Scme hnes it is even 
perceived to be less than complete. Very often a perreption about risk is the 
single n~oa t import r lr~ t :  de L~mt inant  of tcchnolo~y ~Zcvelopmcnt. 
Absetrce ofrisk cuyitnl 
h impodetrt way of ~ ~ i n g  or rather shad18 the risk of projds b ~ s e d  on 
domestically gcnerat@d technologies is to  have financial arrangements or 
d ~ e m e s  tha t  csn ii~ancc, aat least iil pmf-, the cost of the project; This financing 
c l u ~  take t l ~ e  form of either debt or equity or a combination of both. A fairly 
recent innovation in tlus arena it3 the venture capitel fund schemes whicl~ 
represent a f ormabation md institui&ation of high risk-taking activity. The 
venture capitalist takes a position in the equity of the new enterprises which is 
based on domestically generated and risky technologies. In addition the venture 
capitalist would also provide expertise in certain management functions. The 
exister~ce of such new forms of institutional arrangements is thus one of its more 
important deternlii~al~ts. 
Govmment policies map out she aknd environment within which fixms 
R&D organisations have to operate, U the policies are one of promoting 
domestic technology generation and its rubsequent dw elopment by providing 
explicit hcentivea (usually fiscal)# then dome* technology development can 
progress, On the  conkary, if gwenunent policies favour technology import 
whether through licensing agreements or through m open-door policy towards 
FDI ,thm increased utilisation of domestically generated t ~ 0 1 o g i e s  will be 
affected. In short, government pollde~ have the final say in matters re'letjng to 
domestic technology development In fact the link between govexnment policiea 
and economic growth i s  now welt known ro it is exemplified by #e growing 
literature, for instance, on the East h i m  Mirack, 
To s u m  up, isl this s d o n  we were concerned with spelling out the specific 
corulolalion of ilic texm dumealic twhnolugy davalopmant, We uou~11L i a  
disthguisb it from dome#& technology genmtion which is one of thc i h t  
steps in Ule process. We also see t h a t  111 a developing country coiltext, these 
concepts convey a slighff y a different meaning from that of allied concepts such 
as invenlion and innovation. A discussion of the more proximate dehmbnta 
of technology development has made as closer t o  an understanding of the  
concept of institutional support which in essence means a set of policies, 
iditutions and arrangements that lead to more t h o l o g y  devdopment In 
very specific terms this would consist of favourable government policies which 
encourages the use of locally developed teclmologies, financial institutions and 
insbuments which could finance the ufdizetion of domestically available 
technologies and thereby hstitutionalise the risk involved in its uti2isstion. It 
would also have as its third component an arrangement that would enhance the 
flow of idarmation from the generators of technology to its potential 
developers, In essence, the term irtst ihrf ionnl support has three components. See 
Figtlre I, 
/ Favourable Governmnt Polties / ( Spciaised Financial Instautiom I I Suppd for F bw of Informalion I 
Figure 1 
I t  must, however, be emphasized that the notion of institutional support that 
we employ here essentially attempt8 at  improving the M s  between R&D 
in6 tihrlions ~ n t l  jl~drtatrial f h n s  w i t l h  existing institutional nh~rclwea, There 
arc other approaches especially f l ~ e  one by BeU (1393) whicb elternpis st 
improving the ljnks hut by changing the shctura l  characteristics: his approach 
does not t&e the basic s ~ ~ a l  characteristics of the system as given 73th 
approach ia based on the rationale t h a t  if R&D institutions are engaged only in 
research, and production enterprises only in produdon, the probability of 
transfer between them is inherently low, even if 80me h k h g  institutions like 
Consulting Engineering and Design Organizatiana (CEDOs) are created Bell 
propose a number of altenwtive propoaab, Theee range horn integrakg R&D 
inetitutiions with in-house R&D cenbea in produ&on enterprises. Second, 
instead of attempting to sell technologies to other existing production 
enterprises, research institutes could create new enterprises or more radically 
the whole research institute may ibelf be converted into a production 
enterprise. While the first proposal has some mesit one is doubtful of the 
second one as scien.tis6 working in a laboratory me not equipped to  manage a 
production enterprise, Even if they ere, it can adversely d e c t  future research 
a&vi ties. 
We had noted Ula t there is a seductiox~ in f l ~ e  role of governmait in 111ost 
spheres of eco~lorluc activity in the 1990s. However there is a role left for 
govemmetlt in a nutnber of those sdvities which have public good 
clmcterislics.8 Teclu~ology generation and its subsequent development is s t i l l  
one of those areas where even the harsl~cst critic w odd concedet that Illere is s 
roll s t i l l  lefl for government to h ~ t v e n e  or support. In the next section, we 
examine t l ~ c  mg~liuents that are normally put forward in support of 
governn~cnt inlervenlion in this activity, 
Gouernrnsnt and Technology Dcvelopmcnt 
Almost ell the arguments in favour of government interveniion in the 
convenlional literature on matters relating to leclutological activities refers to 
investments in R&D cffo~ts ~ I I  a developed cow~try cor~ tex l  However t l w e  are 
several strands of tl~ought in this select literature flmt is of relevance fur our 
specific purpose. This is because the argument for increased technology 
development relates back to the more fundamental rntiiionale fur government 
hte~vention h~ R&D. I t ha t  internention is s e m  to support. economic growth 
and to address merket fnir~m, then there is need to  ensure t31at the  fmitts of Ule 
research contribute t o  illat objective, and that fmnsfcr mwhanisms art? 
necessary to overorne any re~nair.ling market failures that might inllibit 
utilisation (Cl~srles and HoweUs '1992). Market failures hquently wcur in R&D 
activities due to a a m b e r  of reasons and if one were to examine them there are 
essentially three reasons 8s to why it occurs. These am discussed in detail below: 
Argtirnrlnta in, favour of government i n k ~ e l l t i o n  in RlkD 
The h t  argument for g o v m e n t  support of R&D activities can be traced to 
the public good characteristics of R&D which itself is based on the nppropriabilify 
hrnework developed by Kenneth Arrow (1962). The framework rests upon live 
important propositions (Antmelli, C. 1994). 
1. F h s  allocate resources to fund activities within the context of profit 
maximizing decision making ; 
2, The critical factors in the docntion of resources is thus the return on this 
is the return on flus invcsb~ent; 
3, Scientific and ieclu~ological knowledge acquired by R&D acbvities tan be 
transferred and imitated by third parties st negligible costs; 
4. Although returns on R&D investments are consequen-tly v e j l  low for 
the individual firm, t l ~ e y  fire high from t l ~ c  social point of vicw ; and 
' ~cienee and tcchnolo~~y ig orac of the wens in which the need for govemmcnt intervention is tnlcen for 
p u t e d  became or U ~ c i r  nalurc :M putllic goocl~, wlhiclt ~nakcu privnte h~,eTiL in the i t tvmfnr nrnntlc~- ~IJIIH 
o m 1  loocid tenefih. See OJsyiri (1 992) for an expotiition of Ulis srgwnerlt in detail, 
5, The supply of I<&U activiies is thus expected to be systematically 
lower than is socially desirable. The result being the conditions of e 
classic market: failure in that markets are not able to a1Ioca te the 
eqdibr.ium quantities in the provision of R&V activities. 
Thus Arrow views twhnologicsl knowledge and the associated infomation ae 
an output of R&D acf5vities. The pubfic good cl~afackeristics of infomtim 
makes it impossible for its producers t o  appropriate dl the benefits entailing 
such production, thereby lending to an under investment d resources in RdJ) 
activity. This hypothesis h ~ s  been empirically v d e d  by E. Mansfield and 
others (1977), for the fint t h e ,  tlmwgh comparing the s&al and private 
returns h m  innovative adivitp. According to this study, while the median 
social rate of return h the sample of innovations was 56 percent, the  
t?q~valcmt private return was only about 25 percent The main reason for this 
1a1-g~ divergence be-l.wecn Ihc two rfites of return is tlrat the investor Imquenlly 
finde i l  tlIITk:ull to flpproprinlc f11r lotrrnla from innovntio~l bwatisrr many of 
t l~esc  tcncf its nccruc to Loiniiln tors who r ~ l  Zcn oblnin infonnalion quickly 
concerning the detniled nature and operation of new prodticts and processes? 
The consequence is of course considerable underinvestment in R&D by the 
private i n d t r q  calling for or necessitatjng government supparL 
The second argument is much more s p d c  a n d  it is about the need for md 
importance of government support: for basic researrck A good articulation of 
this argument is t o  be found in Pavitt (7977) Basic reseam11 by dehiiion is 
characterizedoby positive externalities and low direct economic values. Though 
basic research vsuany accounts fox not more than fifteen per cent of the total 
R&D expenditure of any country it is an hporbnt component of total RikD 
activity in the sense that  it provides fundmental discoveries and concepts the 
application of which leads to new produds or p-messes. The o~~lput of basif 
research, theref ore does not have an immedhte conukexrial value, But it can 
lead to technological hpovements in the long tesm and can also lead to 
intemationnl competitiveness of a country as exemplified by the experience of 
the US, Japan and Gemeny all of whom made long-term investments in basic 
mseaxh. A s t i l l  enother reason for underinvestment in basic ceseaFch by private 
enterprises js due to its risky nature, high failure rates in its outcomes end the 
lumpiness of initial investments, Time and cost over-suns, which are not 
unusual, can be another deterrent Finally if the indtsbial market struche 
obtaining in a country is highly oligopolistic, there is always a tendency for the 
dominant firms operating under such conditions to concentrate 
dispsoportionntely high percenhge of their innovative efforts on short-term 
irnpmvemen.t innovations and product differentiation to the neglect: of long 
There are many channels through which in€m$,ion on imovation mads-the movement af pmotmel 
from onc firm to another, informal communication networks among cngincm md scimtists working at 
various fims, d professional meetings at which in lmst ion  is exchanged See Mansfield, E. eta1 
(1 977). pp.22 1 -240. 
tenn radical innovationsfQ The combined effect of all these factors call for 
g~vernmcnt intervention in basic research either through its direct conduct or 
throclgi~ provision of subsidies and other foms of incentives to private 
CII t "prises conducting it 
The third set of arguments in rmpport of government intervention in research 
~ t i v i t y  rests upon certain specific characte.ristics of R&D Iike jndivisibitities 
which cm be of two W s .  O n  t l ~ e  one hand large number of h m  may each 
require mall amounts of howledge in e specific area, which on ~onomic 
ptmds is more optimal to have it conducted or mpporkd by government On 
the other hend, the absolute scde of effort required for the development and 
co~nmercialisrition of certain technologiee can only be carried out with 
investments by the state. Examples of t l ~ s  kind would be the high teclmology 
m a s  Xike space, nuclear energy, computers, aerospace. 
Tt~cse are in essence the thee arguments t h a t  are i ~ o m l l y  encountered in tlw 
ljterature advmah~g s positive role for government to  offset for market failur~s 
whjch cnn lead to  underinvestment in R&D activities. 
Nature a d  extent of governmeni intervention 
Tlus is accomplished by examifiirrg the conceptual issues and second by 
~rtdpping out the actual extent of govvenrment Mervenlion of this activity in 
tel~ct Western countries and in hdia .  The t&m government intenrentition has 
many connotations. It may meant (i) & r e d  participation by the ststc in R&D ' 
aclivities: (ii) supporting R&D in private indusiq  b u g h ,  essentially, a variety 
ef fiscal imhmez~ts such as subsidies, tax credits and other deductions or 
devices which eff ect;ivety lower the cods of the firm undertaking R&D11; (iii) 
ceordinakg and guiding priva tc R&D ; (iv) idexvention in technology imports 
md in FDI; (v) trade policy (infant indusbies, p t d i o n ) ;  (vi)dornestic 
co~npetilion poky; end (vii) intellectual property laws. In a developing country 
conkxt government intwention may manifest more In terms of the b t  two 
modes of intmention. On fie conkmy, in a developed country context it may 
mean only the h t  mode. Even so, government can be a some of m~lch generic 
ttcllnology as well aa Iundamental science which then serve ag a mbstrate for 
technoIogic~1 innovation by the private industrial s&or (Brooks, H, 1986), 
Slonemen (1987) provides a taxonomy of western countries according to how 
governments a c h d y  intemene in the techn01ogy development pmess. 
I' V c q  often the example of the U.3 dm g  industry i s  very often cited as a case where iong-tern 
imovatimm were neglected For short-term profits:*: 
" 'Ihe decision to go beyond invention to innovation i~ made by the Zinn on h e  baeis of ih a s s e m t  of 
the profit to be gained and the cost of carrying lfie project famad. By lawering the cost of h e  project 
la Ihe Firm h y h  these various devices, h e  g o v m e n t  cart change the balance of the equation and 
iiiJuce I'inns to ur~dcrtakc projects which they mi&t othmviirt foreg0.F~ details see Fblslw, 3.(F?#)* 
pp, 105-1 1 2 . h d  for a swnrt-~my o l  tnx incentives for carrying out in-housrR&D expenditure see 
WMG (1 994). 
According to lh countries differ according to f i e k  (a) choice of approah8 
and (b) the msfmmerits adopted for technology development See Table 3, 
Table 3 
Taxonomy of Countries according to Approaches and Instruments of 
Government Intervention 
Some: Stoneman, Paul (19871, pp,36-37 
Ins t runrent e 
State intervention seen as a major pal* Fiscal inslmnnents(subsidies,tax 
of e process of indicative planning c~edits~concessiond loans); and 
As f ~ r  as ttppro~ches to government intervention in domestic technology 
development are concerned, these range from state conducijng directly much 01 
the R&D activity to it just ptvviding the correct mvi ronme~~t  to the @pate 
enterprises which actually conducts much of Qte R&D. In t m s  of insttuments, 
the most popular form of intervention is t l ~ e  s h t e  providing various forms o! 
fiscal concessions (subsidies, tax credits etc.) to the private enterprises 
conducting in-house R&D, In f ad ,  increasingly governmerEts in developed 
economies are redudng their involvement in nppronottes to govment 
intervention and resorting to the imfmmenfs ss a way of promoting R&D by the 
private sector, while developing countries use a mix of both. There h i v e  been 
exnpirical inquiries into the extent end effect of government intervention in 
R&D activitics and especially t l ~ e  policy of stimulating R&D by the private 
indusbial sector enterprises by offering them financial incentives. ?'he gft 
quoted study of it is by Mensfidd (1985) and it refers ta advanced economies 
such as US and Sweden. This study after examining the effect of R&D tax cmdib 
on firm's RErD expenditures in ~boul, eleven industries during the p&od, 1961- 
83 reached the conclusion thst the tax mdit has had only a modest effect on 
f inds R&D expenditures of the 110 h s  in the sample: without t h e  tax aedit, 
-the expenditure would have been about 0.4 percent lower in 1981, about 1 
percent lower in 1982, and about 1.2 percent lower in 2983P No attempt is, 
however, made to generalize horn this study t h a t  tax incentives do not 
necessady lend to increased innovation by kkms even in developed countries, 
The only conclusion that can be made is that the tax credits, in their preml{orm 
Providing thc correct enviromnent to 
cncourngc R&D by priva tc  enlc~priscs; 
and 
Diffusion-oriented policies 
If Howmer mokltt~ study conducted by the same author (Man field 1984) of 25 major f i rms in the 
chemical, oil, clcctrical equipnirmt find prinlary mctal industries in thc U.3 regarding mtrgy 
RBD pmjccta that received mupport rronl ferlcral agencies reached the emclusion that vritl~out 
leclcrat suppofl tllc firrna would have financed only a small propadon oFtht energy RLD. 
Legal and reg~tla tory instrumcnte 
(emphasis oui~] ,  are wllikely to beve a major impact on a nation's rate of 
~ovstjon. 
Luge scale governmei~t investment in hdmhhl activities am w m d y  h w n e d  
upon bmuw it may possibly ~~ act private invcshcnt. The same arp,urylcntsh 
m m ~ d e  oztt in Ihr! arca of I\&\) activilics too. "Ilercfom flu's pmpcrsiaon fm8 
llso a 1 tracted empirical sauliny. This r e d u l l s  are l o u d  in Anton* (1986) who 
estimated the ela&cr'ty of *vate RBD spending to governmeni 1%; m p p ~ d  
~tmss 11 industxics in 6 countxics. The focus variable was positive and leas than 
unity: it was r0.31 including that with every wdt of government subsidy, the 
total RdrD budget of rcciyient firms increase by 1.31 units. Only in about 10 
percent of the number of cases was the elasticity co-efficient negative indicating 
crowding act effects. This finding therefore reiniorces our earlier statement that 
g o v m e n t  R&D spending does jn fact c r d  in private R&D rather than 
crowdbig it out i ~ s  it is somches  fesrcd. While the positive cffects of 
government subsidy programmes are now more or less ;accepted, doubts have 
arisen wheth~r ththe normal subsidy or support programmes which manifest 
itself in the  fo rm of project grants, subsided or conditional loans, or in the fonn 
of genml mzbsiRies or tax credits are indeed t l ~ e  most efficient way of 
rmbsidising or supporting private R&D aclivities. An alternatiye proposal has 
been made by Folster (1988) where an incentive subsidy wluch compei~sales 
firms for any private loss and taxes away gain In addition the firm meives a 
slnall haction of the resulmg invention's special value, According to Folster, 
this mechanism comes dose to being perfeckly incentive compatible, for using a 
simulation over a range of bypoil~ekical r u s e d l  projects it is sitown that  t l i ts  
efficiency of conditioi~al loans and normal grants d ~ h e  drastically as the 
government's infomaahon a bout project parameters becomes poorer. More or 
less based on this concept is the Prcr~cl~ air! to dewlopmetat programme (S~iba,  Jr., 
19711). Under this pn>grnnmlc, n reilnbursement subsidy is paid to hdushial 
f h s  for Lhe development of specil'ic new produd and processes. 'Sllis has been 
used vnriously to induce traditional firs i^ o be mom technically venhmsorne, to 
average the risk wl~ert; the project is too laqe for the limn and to support 
projects witla important external benefits. I 
We now discuss the actual extent to which govemmenb have irttmened in 
domestic tachnology generation in the West as well as in India. 
Extent of Government TnterventIon in R&D 
A convenient way of ~neaawhg tlte extent of government intexyention is to h d  
eut how much of the total 'non-defence (or civil) R W  budget of a country is 
accounted for by the government. An Fnteresfing statistic to start with is 
presented in Table 4 which lists the top ten R&D funding organisations in the 
world 
Table 4 
?'he Top 'Ten E&W Organizations in the World, 19s 
(In bfilions of US $1 
Source: Charles and HoweUs (19921, p.63. 
The Table reveals an expected pictrue, namely that the major R&D funding 
organisatio~~s art3 all govermnent with Eie exception of two private enterprises 
and most of t31en1, are defence departments. 'This shows that much of the 
hoIvement of government REsQ activity is in the sphere of defence related 
activiiies which have spill-over efkh for civdian ~ o l o g y . ~ ~ A n o t h e r  feature 
of the preponderance of US based organizations end the  virtual absence of 
Japan horn the Iist This is because in Japan, much of the funding for R&D 
emanates from f l~e  industry itself, (to be elaborated further below). 
We now propose to e x n m i n ~  Ihe extent of hvolvement of government in the 
R&D activity by the industry across a select ntunber of western economies and 
that of in India. In order to measure the extent of its involvc?ment employ the 
mtio of industry (busixless) ta government R&D expenditwe. An excellent and 
detailed country by country suzvey is available in Nelson, RR (1993). After 
presenting the general picture we p p o s e  to undertake the changing mle of 
government in India, albeit, briefly. But before we present the data, n few 
caveats may well be in order. These are based on Stonernan (1987). 
It would be rather difficult or almost impossibIe to cap& the p-e role of 
government in technology generationJdevelopment in terms of just one 
indicator, namely the data on R&D expenditure alone. This is due to a number 
of reasons. First of all, some support programmes are in the fom of tax offsets, 
" This is sometimes quedmed The great ~uccess of Japan, with my small military R$D and hi& 
purpoeelirl civi t ian K&D prolqarnmcs, has dented faith in military R&D as a vehicle for civilh 
lcchno logical innovation The realisation thak most recent developments OF mi croelcctronic~ owed 
less to Eo direct military inuohament has eroded h i s  raith f~uther, 
concessimal loans ek. Secondly, the govemmat spending on high= education 
also should be termed as RdrD expmditure as it can go towards mat ing the 
&.Us fhat are required. Third y it is quite common for governments to support 
teclmology development proj&s in enterprbes owned by them and most of 
these may not get termed as RdrD expendike. Finally therehare a number of 
non-quantifiable supporb like regulations on foreign techology imports which 
can provide e fillip to domestic technology generation and its uEilisaiion 
However the data on RdrD spending by governments is the only d a b l e  data 
that are available in most countries. 
3n order to gain a corsect picture of the &mt of gov-ent hvolvement we 
attempt to answer the question in terms of who finartce~ industrial R&D. The 
answer to flus is in terms of the percentage share of industxial R&D expenditure 
financed by the government See Table 5. 
. . 
Table 5 
Exfent of Government Intervention in Indudrial Tachnalsgy Gcmtatian 
@ r m  f age s h e s )  
Some: I, National Sceince Foundation (1991).,p,23 
2. Government of hdia  (varioue issues). 
The main h d w a l  change whkh occmmd in the 1980s b o a  in the hancing 
md in the sectors oi R&D performance is a, swing from public to private mpport 
of R&P in tllc casc of USA, UK, and France. In Japan government funding 
waa/is never an important some  contrary to popular impression that it has 
been. Another important dimension of the Japanese RXtD area is that nearly all 
government funding is for civilian research more or like the German case, 
According to Wno (1991) in Japan the gevcmment can take initiatives in R&D 
without actually paying for it, Thus government co-ordinates vaxiaw reeedrch 
elforts in Japan by forming research consofiums which helps in difhing 
economic risks involved and tl~ereby preventing or reducing possiile under 
investment in RdJT by the priirate sdor.14 ln the UK, it is said that deliberate 
I4 Uno p e a  on to state that the single moet effective mems of convqingaMicial message to the private 
sector wan though capihl rrationjn@ccordhg to hirn d w h g  the period of relative capital newcity, 
Thal i# dutingthc period up to 1970, for the sake oC international compctitivcnens, h e  coat of 
capital ww lowered by keepingthc idcrest rates delibmtely at a low level. This situation 
govcn~~ur?l\ l pul icics I I~IVC s t?~- i~~~f i ly  red uctd ~ O V W I U I I C I I ~  involvctncn f ist R&D 
furding {Stc11lunan 1933 and W n h r  3993).On Ule other exbeme, hi India 
govemnent funded and perforsned much of the industrial R&D, Ihe 
coi~tribution of the private sector industry being small, 
En India government intervention in technology genera tioi~/development has 
been an integral part of #e planned- lorn1 of development which it religiously 
pursued since the 1950s. In tl& process, growth with technologicd self-reliai~ce 
was assigned the pride of place. The ce'nbal government not only participated, 
in an i n h a t e  and explicit fashion, the generation of technologies but abo 
placed resf~idions on the free import of foreign technologies. As far as 
inrltlsLrin l t.cc:!chno'top,ie arc? cor icmed ti network of laborato~es were esta blisl~ed 
under the runbrelta head of Ute Co~mcil of Scientific and lndushial 
Rcsenrch(CSIR), each laboratory concentrating on a specific industrial 
1 cc.l~nr,lup,y. '17tc~c Inlrt,rt~ torics being mthida lhc prodactior; sys tern h ~ t f  vary 
litlla hztcracban wil h Uheir rnsywtivc user inrlusMes. Ilus is of cozusc fast 
changing with a ~~utnber of the labs having excellent track record, More 011 Uus 
point later. In-house R&D centres were not a t  all common even within public 
sector enterprises. T h e  nwt major mip for indusbial R&D during Ule period 
since 3973 w l ~ m  gov~-nmc.nt initiated a scheme of granting mcognition to in- 
house R&U cel~lres both t l ~ e  public end private sector A R  we& These 
recognised in-house R8rD centres were eligible for fiscal concessions in the form 
of the elltire tln~omt spent on in-house R&D being eligible for deduction from 
their taxable income d k e  e specific assessment pear. This led to a burgeoning 
of in-hose R&D activity in tlw ind~zsfxiel sector. See Figure 2 (on Page 17) which 
IJ'RC~G the! Irrr~rl~ in in-llrlusr? R i t l l  expenditurrs in the indusM~1 ~cxlor ai~~ce the 
nit]-1970s. 
Ir,dusMnl R&D i ~ ,  t h u s  performed by n host of government and piivale s ~ t o r  
outd-its. There are also spill overs to the industrial sector from R W  conducled by 
l l ~ e  Defence Re search and Development Organisa tion (DRDO), the Indian Space 
Research Organizafio~z (ISRO), and t l ~ e  Deparbnent of Atomic Energy. Of late, 
there have been created specific mission oriented R&D cenlres which are 
chaqed with the responsibility of generating and conttneirdising specific 
teclmalogies such as the Centre for Devdopment of Telemalics (C-DOT) in 
t e l e c o ~ ~ m i e n ~ o n s ,  and t l ~ e  Centre for Advanced Computing Techniques (C- 
DAC) for the development of advanced computing techniques. So the extent of 
government involvement in industrial R&D is quite far maching. 
-- 
provided a leverage on the government side, which was effectively utilised in favour of the 
strategic sectors. Thus by not spending any amount an R&D, it warn still able to direct or 
intervene in R&D conducted by private entmprises. See Uno, K (1 9913, p.5 
TRENDS IN IN-HOUSE R&D EXPENDITURE IN THE INDUSTRIAL 
SECTOR 
YEAR 
However with the liberalization of the economy since 1991, the natzlre ~ n d  
pitent of government irrt~rvenfion in the generation of tqho logy  is v c y  likely 
lo  gci rcduccd. The cnficr practice nf crea ling induslrinl cepacitics in trtnr! with 
plon targets (tlrrolrglt the licensing system) has been done away w i i l ~  the 
import-substitu~ori sbategy has been abandonad, and the public sector 
ei~terprises are being privdised. As far as domestic tecImoEogy generation is 
concerned there are essentially two changes. Firstly, most controls on the import 
of teclu~slogy (both embodied and disembodied) have been considerably 
relaxed.15 This may lead to increased use of foreign technofogy es indicated by 
the very Jarge m a ~ ~ b e r  of coll~lrorwfiun agsetzments approved since 1991, 
Secondly, the central government has drastically reduced its hence and 
teclmology budget This has manifested itself in the form of the eighth plan 
goverrunent aLIocations towards the CSIR budget to be only about 40 percent of 
its real requirements dwing the period and further the nm-plan expenditwire 
being frozen a t  the 1990-91 level (CSIR 1993).Effectively tlus means a decline in 
f i e  government pants of over 20 percent annu~lly in real  tclms. The ~nnjor 
cl icnlsle ol' CSIR Tor contract R&U were hi t21erto Cl~r! goventmen t departn1ei12s 
nnd these fncin~ rliajor budget cuts, their support for R&D programmes in CSR 
is s h a d y  begilu~ng to  show a substantial decline. In fact Sron~ '1395-96 onwards, 
the budget nllocation for an it~dividutal ab in the CSIR network is linkcd to the 
type of earning it has been able to secure, For instance, for earnings in the form 
ol royally, ~ri.c!tuiub~~, inli?Utrrk~~al let! on q>olur>.rt?d project and coruultsr~cy 
will be given a cent peltent matching grant On the conkary, a 
matcl~ine; grant of only ten percent will be given for earnings in the form of job 
work and testing etC.l6The earnings ratio of CSIR laboratories defined as the 
rbtio of eernings from induatz.ial research to the total budget of these labs have 
h e n  on P d e c w g  b i ~ d  especially since the nud 1980s. See Figure 3 (on Page 
19). 
As e rnaffer of fact the labs have been able to generate only about 4 percent of 
their total budget from bansfar oE technology to t l ~ c  industry during t l ~ c  period 
against e n  over~ll  average of 7 percent for file enlire period under 
consideration. T'htzs witl~ increased competition from foreign t~chnology and 
with a sizable chunk of Iheir budgets te be raised amugh own efforts* the 
reseaxh htitutes will have to re reorientate themselves. They d have ta pay 
greater ettention to selling the technologies t h a t  they gmerate end also at  the 
same b e  generate the  ones fhat are required by the indu&y. In short the 
interface between the labs and the industy wifl have to be strengthened 
considerably, But there are many barrim t o  this procese and in the next section 
we discuss some of the more important barriers and also examine the 
in&itutional solutions t o  them. 
---- - 
'' r;~f dctailn ol" Lllc! changer in the policy will1 r~npcct  to tcclmology imp&,ste Mmi, 9mil(1992), 
" See for instance, Maehelkar, ILA (1 995). p.25 
TRENDS IN T HE EARNINGS RAT10 OP CSLR W M T O W E S  
YEAR 
Figure 3 
Badera to Domestic Technalogy Dovdoprnent 
h sixtion 1, we argued that there are e s ~ ~ y  four market d / f  
government failures in domestic technology development, namely Mornfio~ 
risk and uncertainty, aaveilability of risk capitaZ and above all governmwt'r 
technology polides that  may provide the  comct envirmmf for thi~ p a r  to 
flourish in a systematic manner, There are how ever no studies ox m e y s  of thit, 
in, especially, the Indian context. Available atudiesl7, done in the West, haw 
identified the lack of adequate risk finance as one of the most important barrim 
to this prwess. This could be explained in the following manner. Under n o d  
conditions if an activity is considered to be rlsky one could attach probabilitier 
to i t s  potential outcomes. On the contrary, if an activity is considered to  be 
uncertain, one cannot even attach probabilities. The technologies which m 
developed domestically, usually perceived by their potential users as an 
uncertain one, fall in the latter category and hence find it difficult to secure 
funding horn the organized but the convmtiod capital market This d 
especially so in the Indian context where typically new industrial projeds h u e  
a larger debt component than equitg and a e  organized capital market lead by 
the development banks have a history of discrimination against projects based 
on indigenous technologies,l8 
Analytically speaking the finand81 requirements of technology generation art 
of two types (Stoneman 1987) : (1) long-term for R&D, the e a s e  01 
technology or the setting up of mess produdion facfities; and, (2) for worIdn1 
capital which is required to  cover the period leading up to the h e  when the 
product is commercialised, T h e  traditional banking system has always shied 
away horn extending credib to  R&D activities and very often the government 
had to step in by providing msearch grants and by aw&g contrack 
Admittedly with government finances under severe threat, governments have 
accorded only a low priority to funding of R&D. 
In order to better appreciate the financing requhments for innovation , 
economists have found it useful to identify five di£fecent stages in the growth of 
tt new technology-based h R&D, &*-up, risky growth, regular growth and 
maturity (Prakke 1993).Table 6 identifies the activities involved in eech of the 
stages and the likely source of such finance. 
" The moat cikd study in this area is by Piatier (1 984) who glsvcyed the barriers to innomtion in the 
European Community countries. 
'' It must how ever bc ststed that there i m't any systemdie domentation of thin mmmonly umpted 
sfafement , Thc auccesniul Swrqi tractor cuse where the development bank , TDBI, is eupponed to 
have played crucial positive role is more of an exception h n  the geneel case. For a detailed 
documentation of thia case see BhayV.V. (1 980 ) 
Table 6 
Stages in the Development of a New Technology -Baaed F i m  
Amajor inference that can be drawn horn the Table which is largely based on 
the Western experience! is the emergence of venture capital h d s  as a some of 
f inwe in most of the stages. In fact the conventional modee of financing enters 
the scene only from the fourth stage onwards. But in actuality they are an 
important source is something tlmt is worth exploring. This aspect is first 
exmined against the experiences of the US and the UK and in the next s d o n  
we examine the Indian cxpaience with respect to venture' capitd h d s  aa a 
solution to tht3 financial btmier to domedic technology development 
Stage of Deve2optitent 
1,R&D 
A point that is w o f i  clarifying a t  this stage is that access to a particular source 
of finance to a hm is also very much a h & o n  of its size, i.e. whether it is 
medium or large enterprise. Far instance very often small and medium 
e n k p m e s  have l e ~ s  avenues for obtaining their requisite fun& for domestic 
technology development than large companies for whom the conventional 
banking system or even internal resomes can be a sourre. In fact as we ahaU 
Atiivify 
Feasibility Studies 
-technical 
- comercia1 
Tr?cWl Development 
Market ~eieearch 
q p e  of Financing I 
Seed Financing 
- venture capital funds 
(r&dyI 
- own fun& etc. 
V e n M a p i t a l  
Fledgling Iinance 
(joint invdvement of 
several venture capitel 
oraxtizntions) 
Bridging hance 
(development) 
inveshent 
banks, venture capital., 
St& market or other exit 
route 
2SM-up 
3.Risky growth 
4. Regular growth 
Further development 
s c b g  up produdion 
and eales; reaching 
break-even 
Further growth; 
developing a second 
generation of products 
Achieving economies of 
scale in production and 
sales 
~
5, Maturity Broadening technological 
base and rnahagernent 
capabilities 
see, venture capital h d s  are a some of h m c e  meinly for mil and medium 
enterpnIaes. 
Venture Capi hl Funds and Technoio~ Financing 
Though informal venture capital hmcing has d e q  M & a l  roots, it is onlp 
since the 1940s that modm venture capital ie. ventme capital invested by 
sp&&t bodies, was hvenfed in the US, Most of the modern venture capitd 
funds are pxivately owned though s m e  of them receive government support 
Typically the ventme capital investment is targeted towards new enterpkq 
often involving new and sometimes high technoIogy. There are three primmy 
cl~sracteris tics of venture capital funds which make them eminently dtdble nr 
a s o m e  of risk finance: 
(I) It is an equity or quasi-equity hvetdment, which m e m  that the investor L 
assuming considerstble. amount of risk since his hvestmenb are not s d  
Consequently the fund hsa to take the zisk of failwe just like other n h e  
holders, This feature makes it different h m  other forms of h n c e  such as bank 
long18 , leasing and factoring cxtsndcd by convcr~llonal financial insi3tulionr 
wl~cre the returns are in Ule form of interest and capitel repapents. En this 
form of financing in the eventuality of a change in the business pspecba of the 
venture, the lender can bardapt the borrower by calling of their loans. Thw by 
participating in the equity capital, venture capital funds institufionalise the 
process of risk-taking - a trait that is simcant for successN domestic 
technology development. The major reward to the ventme capitalist lies in the 
growth of the firms in which they invest, ideaup redting in the sale of the tinn 
or its floatetion on the stodc merket'g T h e  achal  experience shows tha t  thia 
may take five to seven years from making khe inveshcnt in the h t  place 
@dish Venture Capital Assochiion [BVCA J 1994); 
(5) lit is a long term invehent .It is not only an inveshnmt of money but a h  
of h e  and money. hvestments are not m d e  with a view to short-term profit; 
and 
(iii) Finally it is an acfive fami of invwtment in which the investor dso has a 
parfiupation in the management of the company. This involvm&t will vary 
from firm to firm, but the majority will expect to partidpnte' through n  eat on 
the board and thus guiding the ikn  on strategic and policy matters, 
'' It has been obscrved from 5he US wnbe capital idwhy that the mmge holding period for the nwd 
successful investmcnb has been 7 to 10 yem. The net result of this pattern ia that many vcriture cnpital 
funds cxpmience a loss in v ~ l u e  during thcir early years, before a w i n g  to experience a skcp w d  in 
the rate or return on total portfolio, This J a w  phenomenon is common to v m t m  cepital funds. Fw 
details see Venture Economics (1 9881, pp.6-8. 
krhort venture capitalis& generdy(Coopers and Lybrand 1994): 
r Finance new and rapidly growing companies; 
a Pmrhase equity $&ties; 
D Assfst in the developat  of an ~ o v u t i v e  buhess i d e a - o h  
high fedtnology-bwd into product, ox sevice; 
r Add value to the company by active participation; 
* Take higher riske with the ~ p ~ ~ o n  of higher rewards: and 
Have a long-term orientation. 
N d a e  to add, thew features make it eminently suitable as e mome of risk 
obpital for domedically developed tdmollogies, We now examine the world- 
wide experience of venture capital funds as a mum of finance for techfiology 
devdopment and specifically in the context of US and the UK (which two 
-hies have the largest number of venture capital h d g .  See Table 7 
Table 7 
Profile of Venture Capital Fusda world-wide, 1993 
Soujllce: tlbanea, Fernan (1989), p.22. 
2.British Venture CapiEal Association VVCA] (1994), p.3 
3.NatlonaT Venture Capital Associa tion [NVCA] (1993), p.28 
4.UNIDQ (199I>, p.170 
ABurprising finding is the fact that despite being a new entrant, size of the 
lndidn venture capihl indusky is larger than that of SKoreats, 
We now examine the widcnce on ventun cspita1 fun& as a Borne of finence 
for technology-oriented ventures. First the evidence from advanced countries 
ntch as the US, UK, and western Empe in general is analyaed an$ thia provides 
a bckground to our subsequent anaIysis of the Indian case. The best model of 
hncing i5  a situation where much of the financing ia equity -baaed 
hveestments jn early &age technology-oriented venturea. The actual sitnation in 
a munby can be ascertained by analgging the didxibution of venture capitd 
lavhmZa according to: (a) stage :wise financing; and (b) induetrywise 
Wbutton 
T h e  US case 
The h e s i c a n  venture capital Industry is supposed to hdve played an 
inchpensable role in nurbing the growth of the counws high technology 
industries. T%e now famous American computer companies like Digital 
equipment Corporation, Apple, Compaq, and Sun Micmaptems are important 
examples of m h r e  capital created mmpnnie~. Intel in the hte  1960s and Cypfesr 
in the early 1980s were venture funded start-ups in the semicoductor industry, 
Both Mic1:osoft end Lotus are softwere i n d m  examples, In addition 
professional venture capital hss made it possible to m a t e  en t idy  new 
indwbies like biotedhnolog y and the courier /shipping indudq, Tables 8 and 9 
maps out the stage-wbe and indutrtq -wise didxibution of VC investments ia 
the country. 
Table 8 
Venture Capital Investment in the US by Financing Stage 
(permtage of it3wsfmf value) 
Thie,ahowe .that .on an average .the . s M  of ,&pa stage 
over, p n e - W  of the .hveabnenb. Much of'the.-w @v,emenb seerns_to_entq 
at  the stage of q d o n  of the newly created vembm.On.the con-, nmch 
0 f . h  i n v e h e n t s  were in technology-based v&tures vable 9) . .h fafi -~ow&y.  
and Rosenberg (1993) n o h  t b E  
the f a m d a t i a  nnd mrvivlrl o/ vigorau, nnu Jams rho dcpmds on a wphtafifPlCd 
priv~k finncial - sysiern that .caw suppo;t mu /ink during Yvir &$any. % UU6 
m t u n  capifal market p l y d  an especially importmt role in Ur establbhmnt of m& 
minoclccfrvniesfirms during the 19509 and 196Qa a t d h  mnhibutcd to Ur growl of 
h.bibtedmology and mmpufer indwtrh. Throughart fhe 197b, .$2~200 milfion-of 
aauallyjldurcd info his indwttyfrorn the mtutr: capital mmmunity, and i f  5' 
~ l s o  b s ~ m d  h i  h JOCUS of wnhrrz capital for h i g ~ ~ ~ l o g y ~ m r e  may huw bc;m 
as much as $ 2 4  bill tun annually. 
Tablt 9 
~Indushy-wiee Distdbution of Venture Capital Inweetmenta in the US 
@ercentage ehrm] 
k e s :  1. Venture Economics (19931, p.28. 
2, NVC A (19941, p.37 
' h e  entire investment is equity-based Thus the amrent US model ie one of 
quity oriented h n c i n g  of technology -bawd ventures at primarjlg at their 
expansion h g e ,  thonp~h early stage h m h g  is &ill very important 
The UK position with s e s p d  to these two indicatom are presented in Tables 10 
and 11 respectively. 
Table 10 
Venture Capital Inveatmente in the UK by Financing Stage 
(permtrrgc shares) 
Source: 1. British Qenture Cnpitnl Ass- tion[BVCA] (1994),ps4 
2, Man_i (1994) 
Table 11 
Xnduatry-wtec Dietdbution of Venture Capltt.1 f nlredments In tha UK 
Cpercenf age ehnwe) 
~ ~ e :  1. Idmi (1994); and 2. BVCA (I%), p. 5. 
It is seen horn the above tablea that .ln the UK over twa-thlrd8 of the invehmt  
is going t o w d  management buy-outs end bup-h in non-technology relatdl 
ventures. In f a d  within a matter of two years the investment profie har 
undergone e radical change as indicated by the fd l  it\ the tedhndogy &d 
investmmb. In short In the UK case the vmture capital fun& are a decreasing' 
aome of h n c e  for hovaticms. 
It is against this background that we analgse the role of the m q h g  v m q  
capital industry as a patatid solution to the financial bafiier. 
The Indian Ventute Capital Xndusbry aa a Financial Support for DomteUc 
Technology Development 
The venhm cdpital h d s  took ib mots in Indin in the latter of the 
Within a short span of its bjrth however, the venture capital industry in In& I 
has hrted moving awny horn being a s m e  of h e  for c~~nmerdalfaing 
technologies. As to be argued below, thh stake of aff* can be attributed to r 
p t  deal to the government guidelines governing its oper~tim.Very.mentty 
the goverrunent'has even repealed the guidelines 20 The new regulations m 
being framed by the -ties and Exchange B o d  of In& (SEBI) and these 
are expected to distance the industry away frmn ib envisaged role as s o m e  d 
risk capital far tpettf or relafitnly urrtrkd or my cfmly &id L h l o g k s  ulhidi 
'incorporah e o m  signifcmt improclemettf o m  existkg m a  in the me, In fact: 
as a necessasy clmsequence of these changes there will  be very little.differenca 
in their operations cmpmd to the cmvmtional development b&. Towad 
making these igsuerr cle- we dimm £imt the origin and s h c h m  of the 
venture capital induslq and the  andyze the investment behavior of these funds 
in terms of stage of fhmcing and indwlq-wise Wbution. The g o m e  of deta 
for thi~ ex&e is Jargdy based on a m e y  of a l l  venture capital, fun& m 
opera tion in the cornfry as of 1993 and contained in Marti (1994). 
30 See Economic nmer, Bombay, July 26,1995. 
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Gertesis of the Indian Venture Capital f nduel* 
h gem earlies economic growth with tc?cho10gkal a& reliance is one of the 
rtated objectives of India's development plsnning though in the current context 
of economic liberalization one might argue that this more of a rhetorical 
statement Most hrms in the rnanufmtmixtg sector have relied on foreign 
technology imports for their tdmology ~equhmmts md consequently, 
dqnte the existence of a number 'of polides f a v o h g  domestic technology 
gener~tionits a m  genemation has not been much There are vatlow ways of 
measuring the rate of technology generdtion in rnmufachnkg i n d d e s .  One 
way of doing so is to ahalyse the expenditure on in-house R&D by firms in 
relstion to the amount spent on p h a s i n g  t ~ o l o g y  from abroad. By 
cynnparing the two sets of expenditures we define the rate of domestic 
technology generating effort as follows: 
Dfllncstic t ~ l ~ n o l o g  y cffort of tllr! iI11 inrl i~~try -(Rltrp exaenditurr) *I00 
Direct cost of technology 
import 
$me consistent .time series data on cost of technology imports by public s&m 
enterprises a* not available especially for the period after 1984-8Wh rate is 
computed for the private a e d o s  and t h i s  is presented in Figure 4. 
'Ihough a uvde m e e m ,  the rate of domestic tdmology generaling effmb in 
private sedor industsg started declining since 1982. 
" lhir section .draws heavily h m  Mmi (1 994). 
* nrwe b however en aUcmpt to develap a cmsiutent time aeries data set on Uae direct colt of 
technology import by the public sector nrterpriree. Set Mmi 11992) 
lea 
TRENDS IN DOMESTIC T ECHNOLWY QENEMTINO EFFORTS IN 
INDIA'S PWATE SMORINDUSTRY 
Figure 4 
As part of its afforh to reverse thia bend, the government enadd the R&D GM 
Act in 1986 prescribing a levy of 5 pement tax on afl paymmb for import of 
khnology. 'The fund thua accumulated is to be wed for setting up e ventw 
capital fund scheme with one of the leading development banks in the c o w ,  
namely the Indusb-ial Development Bank of India (IDDI) with the d b a t e  
object of providing risk capital to units based on domestically developed and 
mproved technologies. In f a d  it has been shown tha t  ody  about 10 percent of 
whet has been collected urtder this head has actually been transferred to the 
venture capital fund of IDBI (Tablef2). Even t t ~ e  eatimates of cess collected by 
two &fferent agencies of the government are at  variance with leach ether, 
Tabf e 12 
Emtimates of R&D Cess Collected and Transferred la the Venture CapitaE Fund 
of ?kc IDBI 
(Rs itz M~llion) 
Cess Col lcclcrl 
I I 
Notes:I.Esthte A is by the ConbvUer Genere1 of Accounts 
2, E m t e  D is by tEle RBI. 
Source: Rhchanc lron  (1395) 
With the implementdion of the new hd&al p o k y  (1991) much of the 
foreign-technicd coLzl~uration apernenta in tho industrial sector doea not 
require clemmce by f i e  RBI or by the !%cwtariat of Indusbid Approvale (SIA). 
Cmequent to this, thme may not even be reliable cathatee of the actual 
foreign mchange oxtgo on account of tmhnicd cohIb~ration agreements. We 
also adduce evidence to show that tmt? VCF outfit of IDBI doerr not correspond. 
to the defibon of a VCF and ea even the W t e d  portion sf hhe R W  Ce65 h t  is
.~ransfemd to it doea not lead to malion of technology -based v m i m .  
The actual genesis of the veratyre cepitd ind~mtq can he baced to a series of 
efforts by the World Bd: in the 1980s (World Dank 1989) as part of its Indusitinl 
Technology D e w l o p ~ t  .Project in India . As part of tld~ poj& a loan of $ 4 5  
-mdlion wae made available to the govenunent to q o r l  four m t u m  capital 
mirties jor fittanchtg te$mologicnlly innovaf iw d grmfh o r h k d  arnn1I rntzrpriaGs . 
-The g o v m e n t  on the alher h ~ n d  was to relent amount to fow state 
owned ventwe capital h d s ,  All ehe~e r?ff'orhP W y  resulted in the noWation 
of the Venture Capital Guidel irm of 1988. These guidelims govem the dd& of 
establishment, management, the netam of assistance, size of investment and 
the deb& of e x i h g  fsom the v m ~ s . z J  All the VCFs in the public sector he 
been esta bbhed by either the banks (both development and commarial 3 or by 
other financia1 institutions, ?his is very Likely to seriously hamper their role. as 
finan- of risky projects as experience elsewhere and sp&ally in the US 
has shown that credit analysts and lending officers steeped in a conservative 
financial tradition cannot be expected to become venture capitalists overnight 
As menItio~ed earlier the venture capital es~ochtion has lobbied with the 
government and has almost managed (pending announcement of the revised 
guidelines by fithe 9 3 1 )  to get several of the provisions of the guideZjtlGe of 1984 
repeded 
Structure of the Indian Venture Capital Induslty 
Currently (1995) thew ere about 10 VCFs in operation. Of them, 7 are in the 
public sector and 3 in the private sector, One more fund in the p~blic  sector is in 
the o f h g *  Needless to add The industry is s fd l  evolving (T~ble 13). 
Table'IJ 
T h e  Stntchrre of the Indian Venture Capita! Xindu~try (1993) 
(& in Mill ion) 
a  or a detailed c~ of the details of the @&lines see Matr (1 994)p.lk 
According to certain estimates, the total pool d approximately Rs 2.5 billion is 
considered to be adequate, These estimates are arrived at on the b a h  of the 
number of technologies and ficenses transferred and contrades by the rarim 
wnrrres of local technology. An a s p d  brought out by the above Table b that on 
an average, disbursemen& hnve been only 48 pment of ~samtions. The precise 
mom as to why auch n gap exisbs are not known. As seen earlier, the main 
m h m  or reward to the ventuse capitalist ~ in the form of capital gains at  the 
h e  of divestment But in fhe budget speech for 1995.96r the h c c e  ministcs 
had announced an exemption from tax on income by way of dividend md long 
term capital gains from equity invesbnents b d e  by dpprov ed VCFs in d i d e d  
companies in certain s ~ t o r s .  F&~T an amendment has been made in the 9351 
Act providing it with powers to regulate VCFs. These and the other changes 
contemplated in the revised guidelines is to make VCFe an athadive 
proposition for investment and i;his is also expected to increase the number of 
mtrdnts to the VCF induslq and at  the snme t h e  move it awey from the 
original concept of venture capitid funding as an & d i v e  solution to the 
fifiancial barrier to innovations irt the Indian context24 
The dimensions of h v c s h e n t s  analyncd arc: (a) tXlc stn p w l c  hvealn;lenh; (b) 
htmment wise investments; and (b) the indmtsy-wise distribution of 
invehent. The ideal form of financing is one which involves relalively more 
equity form of f i n a n c h ~  in the early &age of finmi operating in technology- 
nbnsedindudries. However this model js rarely to be found in actuality. The one . 
is more close to this ideal case is tRe US one. The Indian case we q e  below, 
does show atleast in its initial atages some dfiniQ to emulate fhe ideal case. 
Distribution of Investment by Financing Stage 
Table 14 
Venhrre Capital Investment in India by Financing Stage 
(permf age shares) 
Financing Stage I Average during 1987-93 
SM-ua 66 
other initial 1 
Expansion 33 + 
I Others 3 nil I 
Some: Mani (1994),p.21 
" IhisJ'ear is clearly visible from a number of commtntariea appcwing in the national preau fiindhg 
certain pm~isions of Venture Gzpifnl Ourdtllines ofIP88 tqecielly the one# deeling with the d u r e  of 
mhe capital assistance ( that  it should go mainly to enterprirres where h e  risk elcmmt is high due to 
the the ttctmology being sclatively new, untried or very closely held ) extremely restridve md hence in 
need of being repealed. For repreemtstive commentary, m e  Jetbanandmi, Kishore (1 995). 
The Table shows that nearly - S w d h i r &  of the inveslxnent is in, start-ups. But it 
should be mentioned that of late there has been a shift townrds h m c h g  
expansiom by existing unddakings- a trend hidden by the above Table as it 
considers only the average during a period However not much ia h o r n  about 
the beneficiary companies because it is estimated that it will fake atleast five 
gears before it be@ to show some redts. 
Distribution of Inveetments -imhment-wise 
Most of the technology -based ventures require eqtrity mpport: for the reasons 
mentioned earher ad it i~ the best way of imlihtionalising the pmem~ of risk 
associated with new end untried out technologies, The guide1 bee specity .that 
the financial support to the enterprises shodd be mainly of the equity type 
though it does not specify the exact amount The only sp&ation ia that the 
investment in any one .firm should not exceed 10 percent of ate VCF, and it 
should be in enterprises where total investment in plant and machinery does 
not exceed Rs 100 millior~ The VCFs use a mix of investment instruments: equity 
and quasi equity instrummta such as converlible conditional loans and income 
notes. But the h r e  of standard loans is expected tn be low. It is essential t h a t  
the share of equity support in their total assistance should be high and i€ not 
increasing over lime. Based on this idea we c o w b u d  .a simple index to be 
termed aa jinancinl bnrrier index, This is d&ed as the rmiprocal of the ratio of 
equity to  total financing of a project, multiplied by 100, The more close the 
index is to 100 , the lower the hencia1 banier and so on Given the extreme 
paucity of data we ere constrained to have this index only for the largeat 
ventwe capital company, namely the TDICll (Table 15). This is supplemented 
with qualib tiwe data horn the other firms in the  hdustry 
Table 15 
The Financial Barrier Index (FBI) 
(bawd on TDICI'S operafimRs jn million) 
Total sanctions FBI 
- 
First VCF-1989 20 I0 199 417 
3EGzwmr - 1000 12 134 147 
Some: Mani (1994), p.23. 
There has been e decrease in the FBI over the two h d s  indicahg an increase 
in equity aupporh But it must be stated very clearly t h a t  the tobl sanctions in 
the second fund is only about 13 pment of the totd funds available and 
therefore a full p i c b e  is available only eft= some time. Second, the next major 
h d ,  mmely the ?Dl31 sfxtes very cIearlp that its assistance: 
w17l be provided mainly in fk form ~Juttsecured loan involving rnirrimum 
jiormaIifies before disbursement, The loan would c a n y  a mm95iotzn2 rate 
ofinikrest of 6 p e r m t  per nnmm during the inil is1 dew l o p m  f period 
which will be & a d  t o  15 percmf per urnrum mce the proaz~producf 
h developd and accepied by the mnrki. &sides IDBI wiI1 be mt ifkd to 
h r g e  royalty sf n mutually a g m d  rak on the sale of producf ariahgfrom 
m f u m .  
Some grace period is dowed in the repapent: of the loan dependhg on the 
cash generation of the rwimt hrm, ahd it is also dated that same part of the 
a~sistance may also be made in the f o m  of equity ~haree, This depends crYcially 
,on &e growth potential of the company, Most of the VCFs fn wr smp1e also . 
tend to prefer a variety of loan support to equity m p p d  S6 the evidence on 
thb front presents a rather mixed p i d u e ,  AB noted in eecfion iii, apart Eeom 
p*g the purefinancial: mpporf the factor that makelo venture capital venture 
capibl operations rather unique is the managerjal support componenb- the , 
dose involvement with the  managanent of the investee firm ( Sageri and 
Cuidotli 1992). Though this process of involvement the  venture capitallst js 
mpposed to add value to his portfolio, w M  is accomplished through strategic 
planning, management recruitins supplier-cmtomer relerlions, impport in 
securing additional finance, etc. 
dmong the VCFa m e y e d  it is o d y  TDIU which seems to provide Buch value - 
ddhg mpport Eunctians to ib as&ed compmiea. This has manifested itself in 
the form of managerial and tedlmkd &uppork A unique mechanism adopted by 
the fund is to mange for an annual gathexing of chief aecutives of the  e s&ed . 
companiee to undwtand fheir problema and to explore ways to improve 
mutusl interactions. We do not of course have euffkient data. horn the assisted 
companies about the real value of these exaches to thm, How ever .thm is 
some evidence of general satisfaction with the nature of involvement with its 
sasisted companies (Sesharr~, Sekhar 29941, 
Another very useful support mechanism which the TDICI initiated was , 
Tedmology Informafion krvice. Thte was es~entlally 60 acceaa information from 
over 800 foreign datebases. The company claimed in its second annual repart - 
(for 1989-90) that the, 'information services will have an important role to ph y 
m improving managerid effectiveness md competitiveness in the years to 
come'. However in the very next year (ie. 1990-91) this was dispensed with on 
pmde of mpopularitg and also considered the conlinuaeion of the #enrice a 
diwusivnfrom ih main line of a c f i ~ i f y ~  It is a fact that most enlnprenm a d  
especidy those operaling in high-tech industries do not have easy access to 
major developmenh in their resp&ive areas, This form of embodied 
technology bmsfer can very often a d  as a fillip to domestic initiatives, But with 
the arrival of many on-line information services like for inetance the Inkmet thig 
may he lees of e problem. 
An important charact& of the indudrid economy of mod countries is that 
technology has become an important medium of compeiition between fha 
Technological changes in a number of indwhies have reduced barcim to mtq 
by lowering the cost of entry and has made a number of h d d e s  acde 
independent, enabling even md scale units to enter areas w M  have been the 
exdusive presme of large wale units. New technologies also imply high-xisk 
and therefore needs a mitabre source of finance, which Iirms with high-riek 
cannot raise from conventional funding sowea. The v e n M  capitd 
hvestmcnts hag therefore emerged as d solution 20 thia problem by qecimlizing 
in ex tending primarily equity mpport to growth-oriented techno1og~-based 
firm. 
The Guidelines governing the operakns of the  venture capital firms ia very dear 
on thh repect k o n d  an examination of the primary o b j d v e  of the varim 
Vms shows that their investment preference is dearly for technology-based 
units (Mad 1994). In fact this is bmught out by the dis~bution of their a h a t  
j x t v e h e n t s ,  Sce Table 16. 
Table I6 
Industry-wiee distribution of VC Investments 
(pewmf age Q f i n ~ s  f men f by value) 4 
It is seen that mu& of the investments ere in tdm010gy -related venhm, 
though it is not dear how much of this technology originated fmm gove~nment 
research institutes. Interviews with the officials of the larger VCFs reveal that 
increasingly they tend to prefer ventures based on proven technologies which is 
mother way 01 stating their peferrrrce fm imported technoIogiea. On the other 
hand discussions with the govwnmmt .reseaxh institutes reveal they are not 
fully f i r m e d  about the investment prefesences of the funds, There irr clearly 
a n  infomtion gap between the two. In short most of the Indian v m h m  capital 
companies being offshoots of existing development banks, de@e their 
autonomous nature, runs the 12sk of exhibiting M a r  attitude when it comes to 
funding risky projeds. 
Industry 
1,Technolop;y related 
2.Non-technolog y related 
T Q ~ O I  
Cumuiatio~! Investment, 1988-1992 
78 
22 j 
100 
In this paper, we were primarily concerned with an examination of the 
htihtiunal support t h a t  is required for a r ~  effective development of locdy 
generated technologies irrespeclive of whether these twhnologies me 
developed by the government leboratorjes or by private firms. We idenaed 
W e  principal support mechanismJ namely a correct external environment, 
avdability of risk capital, and h a U y  an institutional support that can correct 
for mcial inionnnir'on failures belween generators of t h o l o g y  and ib 
developem. The swond component can in fact ancompess the last one, 
Therefore, of the three the one which is most tangible and the one which c m  be 
operationabed is an institutional ambneement for &g available risk capital 
There 5 an explicit recognition of this fa& and t h i s  manifested itself in the form 
of the g o v e m e x ~ t  estabbhing a venture capitaI fund ind~sbrgr2~, 
Much of the mpport mechanisms that exists in the cornby are primarily geared 
towards local generation of technology rather than toward its devdopment 
Our analysis of the ~ c t u a l  operations of tile Irtdjlan venture capital industq 
showed that ihougl~ i l ~ ~ y  initblly sEarted off with precisely the objective of 
providing an effective finsncial and information support for domestic 
technology dev elopmcnt, they are increasingly moving away horn it 
An impodnt assumption thet underlie our analyh is that there are a growing 
number of technofogies tkAt are waiting to be corrum&aJised and which are 
notin view ofthe absence of an effccfive institutional supPo& This assumption 
is heasingly proved correct by a number of intertmtional collaborations 
between Indim Z~3c?r~tories and Western technology trmfer institutions for 
joint development and -transfer of Indian t&ologies abroads. 
Antonelli, C. (1994). Technological districf~, localized spill owm and producfivify The 
lfalian e u i d w  on fechlogical  exkmdifk~ in Uv con? mgiotzs, Inlernational 
Revhw of Applied Economics. VO~.B,~NO:I, pp.18-30. 
h o w ,  KJ. (19621, Economic wlfnl-e nd the allom tion of resatrrxs/or h v a t i o r r ,  in 
Richard R N&un (eds,), The Rate and Direction of Inventive Activity, 
Prhceton University Press, Princeton, NJ. 
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